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High Type Sires

NTRODUCTION

welcome to the new &
improved High Type           
CGenetic Directory from Genus

ABS. Encompassing the St 
Jacobs ABC range of sires 
available in the UK this 
directory aims to cater for 
pedigree breeders who want 
that added style and weight  of 
pedigree in their bull 
selections. 

Complimenting the St Jacobs 
line up, we have High type 
sires from the mainstream 
Genus ABS portfolio that are 
making a huge name for 
themselves globally including 
Proven High Type sire 
Wilder DALLIANCE and Red 
Icon Sires the likes of SHG 
RAINSTORM & Hoogerhorst DG 
OH RUBELS.

S t. Jacobs Business
Manager Brian Behnke
was visiting customers

earlier C in the year and has 
some pleasing comments to 
make about some of the UK's 
favourite type sires.     C
"The first Artist's are due 
to calve this summer and boy 
do they look fantastic. 
These heifers that had 
tremendous length of 
frame have continued to 
develop and now have that 
great 3 dimensional view, 
they look great from every 
angle. They have the depth 
of rear rib and width to their 
rumps to grow into 
impressive cows. Their 
impressive foot and leg is still 
nearly perfect with a little flex 
to the hock and good foot 

angle. Some of the very oldest 
and first pictured daughters of 
Artist are at Rick Demmer and 
Families farm in Peosta, Iowa. I 
had the chance just before the 
lockdown from Covid-19, to see 
these in person. 

To say I was impressed was an 
understatement, I went home 
and started using more."

Daughters of Stone Front Artist    C

Brenland DENVER has 
been exceptional from 
day one. He continues to 

deliver C as does his Dam, 
Brenland Doorman Desireable 
is now scored EX90 and looks 
as good as ever! Whilst Denver 
daughters around the world 
continue to be 'Big ring 
winners'.
The first Denver daughters are 
now freshening in Canada and 
the US and  initial reports 
have been nothing but 
pleasing. We are expecting him 
to be a farmer satisfaction sire 
for sure.      C

Brenland Doorman Desirable EX90

wIlder DALLIANCE has
come charging in with an 
awesome proof yet again. 
CBeing the only bull in the breed 

to offer over +2.30 UK Type 
Merit with over +12.0 
daughter fertility he is 
definately going to make the 
cows that are going to be 
attractive, long living, 
profitable members of your 
herd. Check out some of his 
daughter pictures on his proof 
page. 
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GPH Artist Gaja  Artist Grandaughter of Galys Vray
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NH Artist Ballerina   Artist Grandaughter of Butz-Butler Gold Barbara
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